SIMPLE INSTALLATION
Protect Joists With Joist Tape

PAVERDECK PLANK
Porcelain Tiles and Pavers on Your Deck

Environmentally Friendly

Made in Canada

Screw Paverdeck Plank Into Joists

Install Tiles or Pavers

Beautiful, Maintenance-Free Decks
for a Lifetime
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Paverdeck Plank is built for a life without
maintenance and includes unlimited design
options and unmatched performance.
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Paverdeck Plank is built for a life without
maintenance and includes unlimited design
options and unmatched performance.

UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE
¡ Installs over an existing or new wood joist structure.
¡ Forms a complete diaphragm over the wood
structure - extends your deck lifespan beyond
20 years.
¡ Supports standard outdoor porcelain tile, stone/
concrete pavers, or other surface finishes. Tile is
installed with beads of glue - not full adhesion.
¡ With tile, your deck weighs similar to a standard
wood deck, allowing you to utilize existing beams
and footings.

A Paverdeck Plank deck can be installed on deck
pads or with frost footings. Unlike a traditional patio
or deck, the steel diaphragm resists heaving and
movement.
Tiles and pavers are an excellent outdoor flooring
choice with a number of important advantages:
¡ Available selection at any budget.
¡ Durability.
¡ Resistance to liquids.
¡ Stain-resistance.

Affordable. Comparable to the cost of a composite deck.
You can use surface options to fit any budget, and the
lifespan of Paverdeck Plank adds value to your home.
Freedom from Maintenance. Stone or porcelain pavers
are virtually maintenance free.

Unlimited design options.
Design your space the
way you want.

Resistant to Fire and Insects. Paverdeck Plank is not
susceptible to fire or rot - it will not allow the fire to
burn or weaken the structure.

Joints can be filled less expensively using

Renovation Ready. Simply remove existing wood
decking to be replaced with Paverdeck Plank.
Rooftop Terraces / Balconies. The Paverdeck Plank
structure is ideal for rooftop terraces or condominium
balconies. The combination of a long lifespan and light
weight provides advantages over existing systems.
Unlimited Design Options. Design your space the way
you want - a Paverdeck Plank structure can be cut and
shaped into any design, and tile can be installed in any
pattern.
Strong. With automotive unibody engineering, the
patented structure is made from high strength galvanized
steel; commercial and residential applications.

Gator Tile sand, which is a unique mixture
of polymer binders and calibrated sand
available in a range of colors. Once Gator
Tile sand sets, it
becomes very firm
and locks between
the tile joints
while still retaining
flexibility and
providing a long
lasting, durable
jointing material.
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